CHORIZO EMPEÑADA BREAKFAST 12.50
topped with homemade Spicy Cream Sauce and served with Fried Sweet Potatoes and a Jalapeño on the side of Fresh Fruit & Berries.

CHORIZO CHEESEBURGERS 5.99

BLT / TURNOVERS 1.49

CHORIZO-CHEDDAR BISCUITS 12.50
topped with Fresh Green Beans, Tomatillo Sauce, Onions, Tomatoes and Two Cheddar Cheese, served with a side of Fresh Fruit & Berries.

OMBRE OMELETTES

MEXICAN OMELETTE

VEGGIE OMELETTE

WESTERN OMELETTE

MEXICAN OMELETTE

Omelettes or Crepes with Choice of any Two Ingredients

OMELLETS & CREPES

CHORIZO CRISPY CHICKEN OR CHORIZO NACHOS 8.99

Vegetable Fajita Blend 3.49

Omelette or Crepe of Choice of any Two Ingredients 10.99

Additional ingredient 1.29

BE scrubbed with whole Eggs 2.25

Build your own (BTO) OMELETTES or CREPES

Fried Sweet Potatoes / Black Beans / Sweet Corn / Fresh greens / side of Fresh Fruit & Berries

Visual display of a menu with various breakfast items,including omelettes, burritos, and nachos, with prices and descriptions. The menu also includes a section for substitutions, Build your own (BTO) OMELETTES or CREPES, and Build your own (BTO) OMELETTES or CREPES with Choice of any Two Ingredients.